Complete style guide for
indoor & outdoor living

Burns create perfect home improvement products...
for every season... for every household or business!

Venetian Blinds Still one of the most versatile and
practical window coverings, available in 16mm,
25mm and 50mm size range.

Vertical Blinds Combining modern styling with
practical functionality, vertical blinds incorporate
fabric vanes that can be tilted or stacked left
and right.

Holland Blinds Still one of the most popular blinds
around today. Holland blinds offer increased light
control, are extremely easy to clean and come in a
huge variety of styles, colours and fabrics.

Timber Venetians The natural beauty of timber
venetian blinds complement so many decorating
styles, from the Federation look through to
country and contemporary décor.

Woodmate Blinds The alternative wood blind that
looks and feels like real timber, yet is unaffected by
moisture through the use of man made materials.

Sunscreen Blinds Simple yet elegant, sunscreen blinds
optimise the comfort of your home by keeping the
heat out but allowing the natural light to filter through.
UV protection, heat protection and fire retardant.

Roman Blinds For a contemporary look that
combines soft fabric panels with a functional
operating system.

Panel Glides Offering strength, durability and
practicality, panel glides offer great solutions in
contemporary window furnishings and light control.

Combo Blinds Offering two roller blinds in one, it
consists of one sheer view blind and one blockout,
allowing for twice the control over light and views.
Enjoy filtered light or block it out entirely.

Security Screens Offering fantastic value, the security
screen system protects your family and home from
unwanted burglars & window damage whilst
enhancing the aesthetics of your property.

Clear PVC Blinds Outdoor living has always been a
part of the Australian way. Clear PVC Blinds allow you
to comfortably entertain all year round.

Channel Awnings A low cost alternative to other
awning systems where price is a major consideration.
It protects from sun, wind and rain offering all year
round outdoor living.

Canvas Awnings In the height of a hot Australian
summer, one of the best ways of blocking unwanted
light and cooling your home is by using Burns for
Blinds canvas awnings.

Folding Arm Awnings Heavy duty retractable arms
allow the awnings to be installed up to 16m in width
and can expand up to 3.6m projection making them
an ideal solution for patios and entertaining areas.

System 2000 Awnings The close fitting design of this
versatile and attractive awning makes it an excellent
choice for ground floor windows, offering optimum
privacy and sun protection.

Canopy Awnings Provide excellent sun and rain
protection around doorways and walkways. Our
canopy awnings have an aluminium frame to
prevent rusting.

Channel Awnings Still benefit from the great views,
yet stop the sun and the rain from coming in.
Awnings can be operated by rope and pulley,
cord and reel, or a spring roller.

Aluminium Awnings With durability that lasts for years,
the aluminium awning allows you to have instant
shade and UV protection when you want it. Just a
flick of the wrist deploys the aluminium awning.

Safety Doors Our range includes security doors
and screens, safety doors with Invisi-Gard mesh
and many more applications. Designed tough
and made to look great.

Roller Shutters Designed with the highest quality
of components, Burns for Blinds roller shutters
offer the ultimate in safety, security, insulation
and privacy for your home and family.

Hip Roof Centenary The unique Fielders Centenary
Hip Roof is available as an attached or freestanding
unit and comes in all the popular roof pitches of
15, 20, 25, and 30 degrees.

Flat Verandahs The Fielders Centenary Flat Roof is
a stylish and attractive addition to any home.
It is extremely flexible in its design allowing various
roofing and guttering profiles to be used.

Gable Verandah The new freespan combines the
strength of the Centenary box beam with wide
spanning C-deck or Hi–rib roofing. This results in
a clean uncluttered gable unmatched in today’s market.

Centenary Carports Made from the highest quality
Centenary material in a variety of different styles.
Protect your vehicles and add value to your home
by adding a Fielders Centenary carport.
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Whisper Shadings Combining a series of tilting
fabric vanes suspended between two layers
of sheer fabric. Whisper Shadings offer the
ultimate in light control and privacy.

Crimsafe Super strong Invisi-Gard can’t be
gripped so no attempt can be made to pull it
out of its frame, like conventional grills. It can’t
be slit, battered of kicked in, even bolt cutters
are ineffective. It’s super strong!

Window Shutters Practical and beautiful, window
shutters are made with quality materials with
innovative features that increase light control,
privacy and ease of use.

Cellular Blinds This unique construction provides
excellent insulation, sound absorption and they
are very durable yet extremely soft to the touch.
Our cellular shades are available in two pleat sizes
and come in a spectrum of colours.

PVC Zip Track System Offering side bar lock in
systems and a rolling axel slide track. PVC blinds
are simply the strongest and easiest PVC blind
to use in today’s market.

Motorisation Discover home motion by allowing
us to control the sun and shade within your
home working environments. The Somfy
Automation System improves comfort, security
and energy efficiency all via remote control.

Combining elegance
with superior quality

Showrooms Open 7 Days
Mon to Sat 9-5pm & Sun 11-4pm

Burns Blinds
for

www.burnsforblinds.com.au

Proudly South Australian Since 1953

CALL NOW!
Ph13 000 BURNS
13 0 0 0 2 8 7 6 7

SHOWROOM LOCATIONS
Norwood 206 MAGILL ROAD
Gepps X Centre NEXT TO SUBWAY

